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NEW QUESTION: 1
What two results occur by changing priorities dynamically? (Choose two.)
A. Reduces overhead
B. Increases overhead
C. May starve lower priority tasks
D. Avoids the need for priority queues
Answer: B,C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Refer to the exhibit.
The connection between SW1 and SW2 is not operational. Which two actions resolve the issue?
(Choose two.)
A. configure switchport nonegotiate on SW1
B. configure switchport mode dynamic desirable on SW2
C. configure switchport nonegotiate on SW2
D. configure switchport mode trunk on SW2
E. configure switchport mode access on SW2
Answer: B,D

NEW QUESTION: 3
In stretched clusters, what is a benefit of implementing a virtual witness rather than a physical
witness?
A. Reduced vSphere licensing
B. Increased compute for running VMs

C. Shared metadata between separate clusters
D. Increased vSAN datastore capacity
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
Ziehen Sie die AAA-Funktionen von links auf die richtigen AAA-Dienste rechts
Answer:
Explanation:
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